
   Weekly     News 
Week of April 22nd, Four-day PreK class 2019 
 This Week’s News: 

This week we read the book The best Nest and discussed how birds make different kinds of nests 

using different materials. 

We asked the question what kinds of animals come out of eggs and related how whole creatures 

come out of eggs like whole plants come out of seeds. 

We looked at pictures of common birds and pictures of the special nests each bird built and 

discussed habitat 

We drew a picture of the bird picture we liked best and the nest it builds. 

 In dramatic play we built our own comfy “Best Nest “inspired from the book we read of the same 

name. 

We built our own nests using some of the same materials real birds use, using real mud (clay) play 

dough, feathers, sticks, straw and ribbon. 

Observed that our sunflower seeds are not looking so good and wondered why. Observed that out 

Forsythia, apple and lilac branches sort or stopped blooming and why. 

Discussed again how the different feathers have different jobs for birds.  

We are Learning: 
 That children know that Chicks, alligators, owls, crocodiles and turtles come out of eggs. 

That all mommies in every species also have teeny tiny eggs inside their bodies and that seeds are 

like eggs for plants. 

That all birds have 3 things in common, wings, two legs, beaks and laying eggs. 

That birds build houses to be warm, comfortable, dry, safe, strong and protective. People also build 

houses for the same reasons. 

That sometimes seeds do not do so well indoors because of lack of sun or to much water. 

That grass grows fast indoors and is fun to cut with scissors. 

That team work is essential to build a large nest out or logs and timbers on the playground. 

NOTE: The cooperation, collaboration and conversation between children negotiating how to 

share ideas and build together has increased exponentially these last couple weeks. Idea 

sharing and allowing for different approaches is a delight to see unfold.  



Upcoming Events and Reminders :  

PLEASE REMEMBER TO SIGN IN AND TO SIGN OUT EVERY DAY AND TO REMIND THE 

NANNIES + ALTERNATIVE PICK UP FOLKS As well, Thank you 

 ALLERGY ALERT: Also, a quick reminder to folks making lunches. This is a NO NUT ALLERGY 

AWARE SCHOOL. Be careful what yummy things are put into snacks and lunches that there are NO 

NUTS OF ANY KIND.  

 SUNSCREEN TIME: if it’s a sunny day please start applying sun screen in the am. We will 

re-apply before we go outside. Its springtime in the Rockies and weather is random. BUT we 

must be vigilant to protect our kids in our high-altitude state.  

 Hawk quest: Tuesday May 7th 10:00 

SAVE THE DATE: Friday May 10th.  Invite to follow: ANUUAL MOTHERS DAY TEA (and 

This year, 4-day 4yr old continuation recognition to be held Friday May 10th.) Invitation to follow. 

Walk to dinosaur park picnic. Friday May 17th (weather allowing) No rain date.   4 walking 

parents needed from T- land to dinosaur park and to help supervise play time there. We will 

have put a sign-up sheet for walkers out.  Other parents and sibs are welcome to meet us 

there.  Lunches will be brought to the park.   

 


